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Abstract. Comparative constructions like More people have been to Russia than I have are reported to be acceptable and meaningful by native speakers of English; yet, upon closer reflection, they are judged to be incoherent. This mismatch between initial perception and more considered judgment challenges the idea that we perceive sentences veridically, and interpret them fully; it is thus potentially revealing about the relationship between grammar and language processing. This paper presents the first detailed investigation of these so-called ‘comparative illusions’. We test four hypotheses about their source: a shallow syntactic parser, some type of repair by ellipsis, an incorrectly-resolved lexical ambiguity, or a persistent event comparison interpretation. Two formal acceptability studies show that speakers are most prone to the illusion when the matrix clause supports an event comparison reading. A verbatim recall task tests and finds evidence for such construals in speakers’ recollections of the sentences. We suggest that this reflects speakers’ entertaining an interpretation that is initially consistent with the sentence, but failing to notice when this interpretation becomes unavailable at the than-clause. In particular, semantic knowledge blinds people to an illicit operator-variable configuration in the syntax. Rather than illustrating processing in the absence of grammatical analysis, comparative illusions thus underscore the importance of syntactic and semantic rules in sentence processing.

1. Comparative illusions

Presented with the sentence in (1), native English speakers typically report that it is a perfectly acceptable sentence of their language. Yet, upon closer reflection, these same speakers judge that it has no stable, meaningful interpretation. Sentences of this form have come to be called ‘comparative illusions’ (CIs) or ‘Escher sentences’: they have only the appearance of syntactic well-formedness. CIs are interesting in that they seem to challenge some of our most basic assumptions about language architecture: that we perceive sentences veridically, that we interpret them fully, and that sentence form and meaning are tightly coupled.

(1) More people have been to Russia than I have.

The phenomenon has been known for some time, but the mismatch between the perception of grammaticality and meaningfulness that characterizes CIs has yet to be systematically investigated. The sentence in (1) was first reported by Montalbetti (1984) as ‘the most amazing */? sentence I’ve ever heard’, attributing it to Hermann Schultze. Importantly, linguists and non-linguists alike experience the phenomenon, but, despite much informal discussion in the linguistics community, formal investigation has so far been limited to preliminary results (Fults & Phillips 2004, Wellwood et al. 2009, O’Connor et al. 2012; O’Connor 2015).
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In this paper, we investigate which properties of sentences like (1) are essential for the initial perception of meaningfulness. Grammatically, the problem with CI-type sentences is in the choice of subject in the than-clause, since superficially similar comparatives succeed in being both uncontroversially acceptable and meaningful. The meaning of a sentence like (2) just is, ‘the number of people that have been to Russia exceeds the number of elephants that have’. Yet there is no interpretation of (1) suggested by a similar paraphrase, ‘the number of people that have been to Russia exceeds the number of me’.

(2) More people have been to Russia than elephants have.

Semantically, deriving the interpretation of (2) involves mapping the individuals satisfying the matrix and embedded predicates to degrees representing their number, and establishing whether the first number is greater than the second. In the syntactic tradition going back at least to Bresnan (1973) (see also Chomsky 1977, Heim 1985, Bhatt & Pancheva 2004, among many others), deriving this interpretation involves an operator in the than-clause structurally akin to how many in (3a). This operator is, in nominal comparatives, a complex determiner that requires an associated bare plural, just like how many does, (3b)-(3d).

(3)  
   a. How many elephants have been to Russia?  
   b. *How many I have been to Russia?  
   c. *How many the elephant has been to Russia?  
   d. *How many the elephants have been to Russia?

Grammatically, then, there are two things wrong with (1). Syntactically, there is no unoccupied determiner position in the than-clause with which to link the covert operator, and thus no way of grammatically establishing the required operator-variable configuration. Semantically, there is no plurality of individuals that can be compared for their number (see Hackl 2001, Nakanishi 2007, Wellwood et al. 2012 for the semantic ban on singulars in comparatives). Ignoring the syntactic rules for a moment, the interpretation we would expect for (1) would have the schematic LF in (4b), which should make as little sense as (3b)-(3d). This stands in contrast to the interpretation of (2) in (4a).

(4) max(d-many people have been to Russia) >  
   a. max(λd.d-many elephants have been to Russia)  
   b. max(λd.d-many I have been to Russia) *

The claim that CIs are ungrammatical is not incompatible with an initial perception of acceptability, as acceptability and grammaticality have often been seen to diverge (cf. Lewis & Phillips 2015). Garden path sentences (5a) and sentences with multiple center-embedding (5b) are unacceptable, yet nonetheless grammatical (see Bever 1970 and Lewis 1996, respectively). Conversely, in some cases ungrammatical sentences are judged acceptable, as in cases of plural attraction (5c) and NPI illusions (5d) (see Bock & Miller 1991, Clifton et al. 1999, Vasishth et al. 2008, Wagers et al. 2009, Xiang et al. 2009, Parker & Phillips 2016).

(5)  
   a. The horse raced past the barn fell.  
   b. The man the woman the child kissed knows jumped.  
   c. *The key to the cabinets are on the table.  
   d. *The bills that no senator voted for will ever become law.
Other well-known examples of divergence involve grammatical sentences that are perceived to have meanings starkly different from their literal meanings. If a man has a widow, then that man is dead, and no dead man can marry; yet, 30% of respondents answer ‘yes’ when presented with (6a) (Sanford & Sturt 2002). Similarly, (6b) is said to be literally equivalent to ‘All head injuries are trivial enough to ignore’; nevertheless, speakers routinely understand (6b) as equivalent to ‘All head injuries are too important to ignore’ (Wason & Reich 1979, O’Connor 2015). In these cases, comprehenders construct and linger on a certain misinterpretation that prevents them from recognizing the error.

(6)  

a. Can a man marry his widow’s sister?  
b. No head injury is too trivial to ignore.

CIs appear to present a different sort of case from all of these examples, however. Sentences like (1) strike speakers as well-formed, unlike (5a) and (5b). That perception can persist, unlike the easily detectable problems with (5c) and (5d). Furthermore, one never arrives at a specific, grammatically-licensed interpretation—there doesn’t seem to be a single sort of misinterpretation that speakers eventually converge on, unlike (6a) and (6b). Rather, informal reports suggest that speakers tend to believe sentences like (1) are acceptable and have a coherent interpretation, even while they struggle to articulate that interpretation.

These considerations implicate online processing in the effect. When things go right, comprehenders can infer at more people that they are likely to require an operator-variable configuration of a certain sort in a dependent than-clause. Encountering than elephants, the variable can be posited in the determiner position of the bare plural, and the rest of the sentence can be parsed in the normal way. Encountering than I does not allow for the completion of the dependency in the same way, and so, instead, the parser must wait for a suitable nominal correspondent. If the sentence were to continue with an expression like than I expected, for example, the gap could be posited as part of the elided clause, but nothing like this is possible in (1).

It is thus striking that CIs seem to be as acceptable as informally reported. To understand the phenomenon better, we first need to understand the conditions under which it arises, and how far it generalizes. We outline four plausible sources for the effect (§2), and test the predictions of these accounts in two formal acceptability studies (§3). In §4, a sentence recall study probes how speakers recast the sentences in production. Throughout, we find evidence only for an event comparison hypothesis (§2.4), which holds that the illusory effect arises due to speakers’ semantic knowledge: people initially consider an event-counting reading licensed by the normal syntactic rules in fully grammatical comparatives, but fail to notice when that interpretation is no longer available.

These results suggest that people can be ‘fooled’ by attractive parses, motivated in semantic analysis, that differ minimally from the problematic syntactic representations they are asked to build. The illusory effect persists only when it is possible to establish a plausible ‘event-counting’ reading; it does not appear to depend on superficial features of the sentences that should matter on template matching accounts (§2.1; Townsend and Bever 2001), on whether ellipsis has applied (§2.2; Fults and Phillips 2004), nor on a confusion between the comparative and additive senses of more (§2.3). This limited distribution reflects, we suggest, that the satisfaction of certain semantic requirements blinds comprehenders to the fact that the syntax needed to support that semantics is illegitimate.

CIs present a disconnect between apparent well-formedness and shifting-sands interpretation. Their study thus informs broad questions about the architecture of sentence processing,
and the degree to which grammatical theory informs sentence processing. If CIs are tightly linked to well-motivated grammatical mechanisms, then they should be exotic, not generalizing particularly far; we discuss some initial suggestions for their crosslinguistic distribution in §5. Informal reports suggest that the effect is robust; but as we will see, the mismatch between syntax and semantics means that the effect is not fully stable, or always accessible.

2. Plausible sources for comparative illusions

We consider four hypotheses, each of which predicts specific linguistic factors to affect the acceptability of CI-type sentences in contrast to fully grammatical control sentences. We test these hypotheses in a factorial design in §3.

2.1. Syntactic template matching

One attractive way of thinking about why CIs are acceptable exploits a model of sentence processing that implements a template matching procedure. On this view, articulated by Townsend & Bever (2001), acceptability judgments reflect a two-stage process: a sentence is initially subjected to a relatively superficial matching process that compares it to frequent clause templates, and then it is subjected to more detailed grammatical analysis after a delay, if at all. More generally, the observation is that each of the two clauses alone is perfectly acceptable in some contexts, and this should be enough for CIs to be acceptable.

To see how such an account would work, consider the sentences in (7). (7a) involves a comparison between individuals: the number that have been to Russia and the number that the speaker would have thought have been to Russia. (7b) involves a comparison between events: the number involving people going to Russia and that involving the speaker going to Russia. From sentences like these, matrix and than-clause templates may be extracted, and parsing (1) should just involve matching its matrix and than-clauses to such templates.

(7)

a. More people have been to Russia than I would have thought.

b. People have been to Russia more than I have.

Sentences like (1) should thus satisfy the parser’s initial analyses, and so support judgments of acceptability before any more elaborate analyses are conducted. The implication is that, while CIs may fail at a deeper level of analysis, their success at shallower levels accounts for their apparent acceptability. We state this hypothesis as in (8).

(8) **Syntactic template matching hypothesis**

CIs reflect the successful matching of a comparative sentence to one or more syntactic templates.

Such an account is quite general. However, based on how it is presented in print (and in personal communication with one of the authors), we can interpret it in one of two ways. Either (i) a CI is acceptable because each of its clauses is well-formed on its own (the less constrained theory), or (ii) a CI is acceptable just in case there is relevant lexical overlap between the two clause templates against which it is compared (the more constrained theory). With respect to (ii), the constraint on template-matching should amount to there being a shared lexical item (e.g. *more*) that is grammatically relevant for each template.
On the less constrained theory, all that should matter is that each clause is independently plausible. More generally, it should be possible to arbitrarily combine different clauses without penalty in a wide variety of examples, which does not seem to be correct. For example, the blends in (9c) and (10c) seem immediately unacceptable, while their constituent clauses are fine in other contexts (the (a) and (b) examples). Put differently, if the account is as free as this version of it suggests, we would expect to see a lot of odd blends even outside of CIs, while in fact these appear to be relatively rare.

(9) a. Mary is too tall to get on this ride.
   b. Mary has ridden some ride as many times as Bill has.
   c. →* Mary is too tall as Bill has.

(10) a. As many girls have been to Russia as boys have.
     b. People go to Russia more than I do.
     c. →* As many girls have been to Russia than I do.

The more constrained version of the theory, as in (ii) above, makes lexical overlap a specific requirement for template matching. Consider the availability of a matrix clause like in sentence (11a), but the intuitive unavailability of a than-clause template like in sentence (11b). Such pairs could suggest that the requisite lexical overlap is not available, and so a blend like (11c) should be judged unacceptable. On this formulation, the more constrained theory predicts that speakers should find CI-type sentences with fewer to be significantly less acceptable than those with more.

(11) a. Fewer people have been to Russia than I would have thought.
     b. *People have been to Russia fewer than I have.
     c. →? Fewer people have been to Russia than I have.

We proceed assuming the version of the template-matching hypothesis that predicts people should not judge a sentence like (11c) to be as highly acceptable as its counterpart in (1). If our participants nonetheless accept CI-type sentences like these at the same rate, then the syntactic template-matching account would have to be made considerably more abstract in order to explain the CI effect.

2.2. Ellipsis repair

A different account links the acceptability of CIs with a process of repair by ellipsis. This proposal differs from the syntactic template-matching approach in that it posits a significant role for abstract grammar in facilitating the illusion, rather than the rudimentary grammar used in first pass parsing. In particular, it links the phenomenon with other cases in which successful applications of ellipsis ameliorate grammatical problems elsewhere.

Investigating the possibility that ellipsis facilitates the CI effect, Fults and Phillips (2004) found significant degradation in acceptability for CI-type sentences without ellipsis. (Numbers indicate means and standard errors of ratings on a 1-5 scale.)

(12) a. More people have been to Russia than I have. 3.58±.16
     b. More people have been to Russia than I have been to Russia. 2.92±.19
Such an account is thus plausible, as there are many reported cases in which ellipsis ‘blinds’ comprehenders to other illicit rule applications. Both the formal syntax (Ross 1969, Lasnik 2001, Merchant 2001, Kennedy 2003) and experimental literatures (Frazier & Clifton 2011) confirm that sluicing can rescue sentences which would otherwise present robust island violations (e.g. Mary wants to hire someone who speaks a Balkan language, but I don’t remember which); Richards (1997) discusses similar effects with multiple applications of wh-movement.

Thus, it may be that some aspect of successfully resolving ellipsis in the than-clause of a CI plays a role in its acceptability. We call this the repair-by-ellipsis hypothesis, (13).

(13) **Repair-by-ellipsis hypothesis**

CIs reflect successful resolution of ellipsis in the than-clause.

This hypothesis predicts that CI-type sentences with ellipsis should be judged more acceptable than their counterparts with no ellipsis. Yet, Fults & Phillips’ result supporting this hypothesis may be confounded, since identical material is preferentially deleted in the than-clause of a comparative in English (Bresnan 1973). Thus, simple repetition of the matrix and than-clause predicates in sentences like (12b) could have independently reduced participants’ ratings. Nonetheless, the hypothesis predicts that sentences like (14) with a superficially different VP between the matrix and than-clauses should be judged less acceptable than (1).

(14) More people have been to Russia than I have been to Canada.

If participants judge sentences like (14) to be as acceptable as (1), then an explanation for the CI effect in terms of repair-by-ellipsis is less plausible.

2.3. **more ambiguity**

Applying the normal interpretive rules to CIs ultimately fails. Yet, the initial perception of acceptability could be due to speakers temporarily constructing an alternative interpretation that is coherent, and this accounts for a heightened perception of meaningfulness. Such an explanation departs from the previous two accounts in implicating semantic processing in the CI effect.

Upon recognizing the incoherence of sentences like (1), speakers often suggest that there is in fact a fully coherent interpretation that could be paraphrased using either of the sentences in (15).

(15) a. **I’m not the only person** that has been to Russia.
b. More people have been to Russia than **just me**.

Such intuitions could suggest that the CI effect arises due to a lexical ambiguity between comparative and ‘additive’ more (for detailed discussion of such ambiguities, see Greenberg 2010 and Thomas 2010; cf. Grant’s 2013 investigation). To see the difference between these senses, consider (16). The additive interpretation in (16a) indicates a quantity in addition to (but not necessarily greater than) a previously-mentioned quantity. The comparative interpretation in (16b) indicates a quantity that is strictly greater than that previously mentioned. Interpreted additively, (1) would be true in any circumstance where there is some number of people who have been to Russia in addition to the speaker.
(16) Mary has worked 10 hours so far on the project. Now she has to work on it more.
   a. **Additive**: ...some quantity in addition, possibly less than 10 hours.
   b. **Comparative**: ...more than 10 hours.

Apart from the cases with an explicit *just me*, the additive interpretation seems to be generally unavailable with *than*-phrases. That is, we can’t read *Mary worked on the project more than Bill did* as true if Mary’s total working time was less than Bill’s. If this is correct, then the CI effect could reflect parsing the sentence with an additive interpretation via *more people*, and failing to notice when that reading is no longer available at the *than*-clause. This hypothesis is stated as in (17).

(17) **Additive more hypothesis**

CIs reflect misinterpretation of comparative *more* as additive *more*.

Such an account predicts that the CI effect should be facilitated just when an additive semantics for *more* is supported. First, it must be possible to interpret the subject of the *than*-clause as a member of the set denoted by the matrix subject. On the assumption that no boy belongs to the set of girls, the sentence in (18a) could not mean ‘More girls have been to Russia than just that boy.’ Second, the comparative quantifier must be *more*: a *just me*-type sentence with *fewer* is, in our judgment, unacceptable, (18b).

(18) a. More **girls** have been to Russia than **that boy** has.
   b. *Fewer** people have been to Russia than **just me**.

The classic illusion in (1) contains a first person subject of the *than*-clause, which could be interpreted as indexing an entity among the set denoted by the matrix subject NP, *people*. This makes two predictions. First, participants should judge sentences like (18a) to be less acceptable than sentences like (1). Additionally, since *fewer* fails to support the additive interpretation, sentences like (18b) should also be judged less acceptable than (1).\(^1\)

2.4. **Event comparison**

The fourth and final account that we consider links the CI effect to the semantics of comparative constructions generally, rather than to a lexical ambiguity. It ties the effect to a regular process by which a subject nominal comparative can be interpreted as a comparison between numbers of events, and a general requirement that the comparanda be non-singular. Whenever these semantic requirements are satisfied, speakers could be ‘seduced’ into thinking that the syntactic requirements of a sentence like (1) have also been met.

This proposal relates to a different suggestion that speakers often make when they encounter CIs: that they express a comparison of numbers of events, just like that of a verbal comparative like (19).

(19) **People** have been to Russia **more than I have**.

A straightforward implementation of this suggestion would be to posit that the CI effect is due to speakers’ reanalyzing sentences like (1) as (19). But there is another possibility. It is

\(^1\)This account makes a further prediction: comparative illusions should only be possible in languages where the comparative and additive morpheme are identical morphophonologically. Greenberg 2010 suggests that not all languages are like English in this respect.
possible to interpret numerically-quantified noun phrases as expressing counts of individuals’ participations in events (Krifka 1990, Barker 1999, Schein 2017). (20a), for example, can be true even if the total number of individuals is far fewer than 5 million, so long as there are at least 5 million ridings per week. The two readings coincide in a sentence like (20b), since it is only possible for a given person to satisfy that predicate exactly once.

(20)  
  a. 5 million people ride the metro each week.  
  b. 5 million people are on the metro right now.

Krifka (1990) locates the event-counting reading in a null determiner ambiguity, whereas Barker (1999) ties it to how the identity conditions on entities are determined for the purposes of counting. For our purposes, what is important is that the event comparison reading is available to fully grammatical nominal comparatives. To see this, consider a context like that in (21). Here, the sentence in (22) can be judged true if individuals are counted, (22a), while it can be judged false if events are counted, (22b).

(21) 10 sailboats passed through the lock 10 times each (100 passings), and 5 barges passed through the lock 50 times each (250 passings).

(22) More sailboats passed through the lock than barges did.  
     a. Individual counting: 10 is greater than 5 ⇒ TRUE 
     b. Event counting: 100 is not greater than 250 ⇒ FALSE

Thus, the CI effect could arise from speakers analyzing the sentence as a comparison of numbers of events. The event comparison reading is entertained because it is grammatically licensed by the matrix clause, and it persists despite being syntactically unsupported by the than-clause: the covert gap site inside of a than-clause in a nominal comparative must have an appropriate nominal host (see §1). This hypothesis is stated in (23).

(23) Event comparison hypothesis 
CIs reflect speakers’ attempts to compare numbers of events.

The event comparison hypothesis predicts that the CI effect should be facilitated just when the semantic properties of the VP support an event-counting interpretation distinct from the individual-counting interpretation. Thus, the predicate must be ‘repeatable’, as opposed to ‘once-only’ or ‘non-repeatable’ (cf. Nakanishi 2007, Wellwood et al. 2012, Wellwood 2015). These are exactly the conditions under which a verbal comparative is felicitous: the meaning of (24a) is clear, as Mary may be involved in however many marathons as she likes, but (24b) is odd, since individuals tend not to graduate high school multiple times.

(24)  
  a. Mary ran a marathon more than John did.  
  b. ? Mary graduated high school more than John did.

(1) contains a repeatable predicate (go to Russia), unlike the CI-type sentence in (25). The event comparison hypothesis thus predicts that a CI-type sentence with a non-repeatable predicate like that in (25) should be judged less acceptable than a sentence like (1).

(25) More people graduated high school than I did.

This proposal is essentially semantic in nature. The syntactic alternative, in which more is reanalyzed as an adverbial, could additionally predict a contrast between more and fewer (e.g. *More people have been to Russia fewer than I have). Yet, this additional prediction
depends on the background syntactic theory, since the verbal *less* and nominal *fewer* might be mere morphophonological variants. In light of this possibility, we focus on the semantic version of the event comparison hypothesis until Experiment 3 in §4, where we pit the semantic and syntactic versions against each other.

3. Acceptability judgment studies

In two acceptability judgment studies with 88 unique participants, we investigated the robustness of the CI effect, and which properties are essential to it. The focus of the studies was on specific manipulations of CI-type sentences that we used to test different hypotheses about the cause of the effect. However, an important preliminary is to establish how robust the illusions are in a more carefully controlled setting. The overall picture is that responses to CI-type sentences are much more variable than other categories of sentence—sometimes receiving judgments of high acceptability, low acceptability, and everything in between.

We can address the question of robustness by comparing the overall patterns of acceptability for our test sentences that were maximally similar to (1) and (2). ‘Maximally similar’, for these purposes, means subject nominal comparatives with repeatable predicates and than-clauses with non-bare plural subjects and VP ellipsis (‘comparative illusions’) versus the same but with bare plural subjects (‘control comparatives’). We can also contrast these patterns with what we observed for our filler sentences, which were designed to elicit either a low or high rating, while having a similar length, degree of syntactic complexity, and, in around one-third of the cases, similar semantic complexity (i.e. comparative-type meanings), (26)-(27).

(26) **Examples of ‘bad’ fillers**
   
   a. A computer program that can be downloaded as many times than you did.
   
   b. Australians will have been to Europe this season to visit the mountains that Uganda.

(27) **Examples of ‘good’ fillers**

   a. Less than 30 percent of the students in the class gave a high rating to the professor.

   b. A bartender who works at Sam’s favorite bar is known for pouring the best draft beer.

The overall picture can be seen in Figures 1 and 2. The average acceptability ratings for CI-type sentences like (1) were much lower than for the controls, and the distribution of ratings was much more variable: the mean ratings were around 2 points lower for CIs than for controls, but almost 2 points higher for CIs than for ‘bad’ fillers (Figure 1). The averaged responses spanned almost the entire range for CIs, while they spanned only around 4 points for control sentences and ‘bad’ fillers. Participants’ responses were highly consistent, except for CIs (Figure 2): the controls and ‘good’ fillers clearly tended toward the high end and ‘bad’ fillers to the low end, while the ratings for CIs were fairly evenly spread along the scale.

This initial survey of the data suggests an answer to our preliminary question as follows: sentences maximally similar to (1) show a high degree of variability in responses, in that they are judged completely acceptable nearly as often as they are judged completely unacceptable. The same pattern was consistently observed in our initial experiments, not reported here.\(^2\) Thus, anecdotal reports of the robustness of the CI effect do not translate into patterns

\(^2\)Those results can be viewed in the supplement to this paper downloadable from the first author’s website.
of stable high acceptability once CIs are tested in a lab setting. Crucially, though, the variability that we observe in participants’ responses is limited to CIs. As we discuss below, it is possible that this pattern reflects whether a given rating arises following a speaker’s initial versus considered judgment.

For now, though, we turn to our second question: what factors make participants more likely to assign a higher rating? As we will see, only one factor consistently had such an effect: CI-type sentences with repeatable predicates were consistently rated higher than were those with non-repeatable predicates, supporting the event comparison hypothesis.

3.1. Experiment 1

Experiment 1 was an acceptability judgment task with responses recorded on a 7 point scale, where 1 was ‘unacceptable’ and 7 was ‘acceptable’. Participants were given a couple of examples of ‘acceptable’ and ‘unacceptable’ sentences to get them started; the exact instructions and examples issued to participants for our acceptability experiments can be found in Appendix A. We recruited 64 participants on Amazon’s Mechanical Turk, all native speakers of American English as determined by self-reporting, who received $6.65 for 40 minutes of participation.

Each hypothesis outlined in §2 predicts that specific factors should make speakers more susceptible to CIs. Specifically, they predict that different manipulations will impact CIs to the exclusion of fully grammatical controls. Therefore, our primary manipulation was a
Figure 2. Histograms of ratings for classic CI-type sentences and controls (top row), and bad and good fillers (bottom row), in Experiment 1. Each plot represents the proportion of total responses observed for each scalar value.

Comparison of illusion and control conditions (the factor COMPARATIVE), with the ‘illusion’ conditions defined as those with non-bare plural subjects in their than-clauses (see § ??), and the control conditions were defined as those with bare plural subjects in their than-clauses. This factor was crossed with a subset of further factors that specific hypotheses predict should selectively impact the acceptability of CI-type sentences.

The within-items factor QUANTIFIER manipulated the comparative quantifier in the main clause subject position (more vs. fewer; (28)). This manipulation was used to test two of the four hypotheses about the source of the CI effect. The template matching hypothesis relies on the fact that more can function as both a determiner and an adverbial. The additive more hypothesis relies on the ambiguity of more as having either a comparative or an additive semantics. Since fewer cannot function as an adverbial, and it lacks an additive semantics, both hypotheses predict that CI-type sentences with fewer should fail to elicit the CI-effect.³

(28) QUANTIFIER

More/fewer girls ate pizza than the boy did.

The within-items factor ELLIPSIS manipulated whether VP ellipsis had applied in the than-clause (ellipsis vs. no ellipsis; (29)). This manipulation was used to test the repair-by-ellipsis

³The examples illustrating the factors are simplified for presentation purposes; these are not actual experimental items. Two of our experimental items are given in Figure 3 and in Appendix B. The complete set of experimental sentences may be found on the first author’s website.
hypothesis. That account holds that the acceptability of CIs depends on VP ellipsis, and thus predicts that CI-type sentences with an unelided VP should not elicit the CI effect. However, previous research supporting this prediction (Fults and Phillips 2004) failed to take into account the grammatical preference for deletion in comparatives (Bresnan 1973). In our design, VPs in the ‘no ellipsis’ conditions differed just enough from the matrix clause VP to potentially circumvent this preference.

(29) ELLIPSIS
More girls ate pizza than the boy \{\text{did}\}/\{\text{ate yogurt}\}.

The between-items factor REPEATABILITY manipulated whether the VP in the comparative was repeatable for a given agent (repeatable vs. non-repeatable; (30)). This manipulation was used to test the event comparison hypothesis, which holds that the CI effect is due to a persistent event-comparison reading. This interpretation is only grammatically licensed in the matrix clause if it contains a repeatable predicate like eat pizza. This account thus predicts that CI-type sentences with non-repeatable predicates like graduate high school should fail to elicit the CI effect.

(30) REPEATABILITY
More girls ate pizza/graduated high school than the boy did.

The factor SUBJECT INCLUSION manipulated whether the denotation of the than-clause subject could be included in the denotation of the subject NP of the matrix clause (‘inclusion possible’ vs. ‘inclusion not possible’, (31)), and was counterbalanced within the illusion conditions. This manipulation tested the additive more hypothesis, which requires the possibility of an inclusion relation in order to license a ‘not just me’ interpretation. The example in (31) involves matching/mismatching gender; variants on this included (mis)matching nationality, profession, age, etc. The additive more hypothesis predicts that ‘inclusion not possible’ trials should fail to elicit the CI effect.

(31) SUBJECT INCLUSION
More boys called to complain than he/she did.

All factors apart from SUBJECT INCLUSION were fully crossed, for a total of 16 unique conditions; SUBJECT INCLUSION was counterbalanced within the illusion conditions. Two sample items of the ‘inclusion not possible’ type used in Experiment 1 are given in Figure 3 (see Appendix B for a tabular version of this diagram). The top diagram represents an item with a repeatable VP, and the bottom an item with a non-repeatable VP. Any path through the figure from left to right corresponds to one condition, and the 8 possible paths through each diagram together correspond to the 16 experimental conditions.

Table 1 summarizes the predictions of the four accounts relative to these factors, with ‘\textgreater’ representing the directionality of the prediction: the factor heading that column should yield higher acceptability for CI-type sentences on the left-hand level as opposed to the right-hand level. Apart from SUBJECT INCLUSION, the effects of these manipulations are thus predicted to be interactions, affecting the illusion conditions but not the control conditions. As noted above, SUBJECT INCLUSION was tested only within the illusion conditions.

Our 48 experimental items were distributed across 8 lists, and combined with 144 filler sentences for a 1:3 ratio of experimental to filler sentences, creating 8 questionnaires.\footnote{The experimental items can be viewed on the first author’s website.} Fillers
Figure 3. Schemata for repeatable and non-repeatable items in Experiment 1, representing 16 unique conditions. Factors represented are repeatability (between items—repeatable, non-repeatable), quantifier (more, fewer), illusions (the boy) versus controls (boys), ellipsis (ellipsis, no ellipsis). Subject inclusion was manipulated only within the illusion conditions; those with girls... the boy are ‘inclusion not possible’ trials. H.S. abbreviates high school, and is used for graphical conciseness; none of our experimental items contained abbreviations.

Sample repeatable item

{ More } girls ate pizza than { the boy } { boys } 
{ Fewer } ate yogurt. 

Sample non-repeatable item

{ More } girls graduated H.S. than { the boy } { boys } 
{ Fewer } did. 

failed out. 

Table 1. Predicted interactions by hypothesis and factor. Each hypothesis (apart from additive more) predicts an interaction between the factor comparative and the factor listed at the top of each column. ‘>’ indicates the predicted direction of the interaction: the illusion conditions should be more acceptable on the left-hand factor level than on the right-hand level, as compared to the control conditions. The additive more hypothesis makes a prediction only within the illusion conditions: those where subject inclusion is possible should be judged more acceptable than those where it is not possible. A ‘-’ indicates that the hypothesis makes no predictions for that factor.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hypothesis</th>
<th>Quantifier</th>
<th>Ellipsis</th>
<th>Subject Inclusion</th>
<th>Repeatability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Template matching</td>
<td>&gt;</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repair by ellipsis</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>&gt;</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additive more</td>
<td>&gt;</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>&gt;</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event comparison</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>&gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

were designed to approximate the complexity of the experimental items, and were evenly split between those that should elicit lower and higher ratings (see discussion of (26) and (27) above). Approximately one-third of the total number of fillers had comparative forms (i.e., non-subject nominal and verbal comparatives, equatives, or superlatives; see (26a) and (27a) for examples), which were included to help mask the experimental items.

In this experiment, CI-type sentences featured singular proper names, 3rd person pronouns, and definite descriptions as than-clause subjects. We made this choice because 3rd person expressions provided a minimal contrast with the matrix bare plural NP, and because it would not be possible to use first person pronouns and still manipulate subject inclusion within the illusion conditions, as first person pronouns could in principle always pick out a member of the group denoted by the matrix clause subject.
Results Our participants rated the control conditions more highly than the illusion conditions, as can be seen in Figure 4. The means for the illusion conditions should be interpreted with caution here, since they reflect a mixture of high and low ratings, as well as ratings for many sentences that our experimental manipulations predicted should lead to lower scores. Overall, *more* was better than *fewer* (the factor QUANTIFIER), ellipsis was better than no ellipsis (the factor ELLIPSIS), and repeatable predicates were better than non-repeatable (the factor REPEATABILITY). CI-type sentences where inclusion was possible did not differ from those where inclusion was not possible (discussed below). Only (non-)repeatability impacted the CI-type sentences more than the control sentences, as can be clearly seen in Figure 4. These results provide support only for the event comparison hypothesis.

![Figure 4](image-url)

**Figure 4.** Barplots of mean participant ratings by factor in Experiment 1, on a 1–7 scale. Only the factor REPEATABILITY showed the predicted interaction. Error bars represent standard error.

For the statistical analyses here and below, unless otherwise noted, we report the results of linear mixed effects regressions (LMERs) with maximal random effects structure, including random intercepts and slopes by participant and item (Barr et al. 2013), with all factors entered into the model at the same time. Our $\chi^2$ and $p$ values for main and interaction effects were assessed via likelihood ratio tests of the model $m$ that includes the relevant fixed effect, and a model variant $m'$ that does not include that effect. All analyses were conducted using R’s lme4 package (Bates et al. 2014).

Participants judged the illusion conditions to be less acceptable than the control conditions overall, as reflected in a much lower mean rating for CI-type sentences (illusion 3.33, control 5.82), $\beta = 2.49, SE = .18, \chi^2(1) = 91.7, p < .001$. It is worth repeating, though, that the overall mean for the illusion conditions masks a substantial amount of variability.

Participants judged comparatives with *fewer* less acceptable than comparatives with *more* overall (*fewer* 4.46, *more* 4.68), $\beta = .21, SE = .05, \chi^2(1) = 13.7, p < .001$. We did not necessarily predict this result, but it is plausibly related to the fact that *fewer* has a negative component to its meaning (e.g., Deschamps et al. 2015). Importantly, replacement by *fewer* failed to disproportionately impact the illusion conditions (illusions: *more* 3.44, *fewer* 3.21,
controls: more 5.93, fewer 5.71), $\chi^2(1) < .1, p = .86$. This lack of interaction fails to support the syntactic template matching hypothesis or the additive more hypothesis, both of which predict the illusory effect to depend (at least in part) on the quantifier.

Participants judged comparatives without ellipsis somewhat less acceptable than those with ellipsis overall (no ellipsis 4.51, ellipsis 4.63), $\beta = -.12, SE = .06, \chi^2(1) = 3.34, p = .07$. This effect could have been due to the additional length of the sentences. Significantly, the effect was constant within both the illusion and control conditions (illusions: ellipsis 3.39, no ellipsis 3.26; controls: ellipsis 5.87, no ellipsis 5.77), $\chi^2(1) < .1, p = .9$. These results fail to support the repair-by-ellipsis hypothesis, which predicted that CI-type sentences, but not controls, would receive higher ratings with than-clause ellipsis.

Participants judged comparatives with non-repeatable predicates less acceptable than those with repeatable predicates overall (repeatable 4.78, non-repeatable 4.37), $\beta = .41, SE = .07, \chi^2(1) = 25, p < .001$. Crucially, though, this effect was magnified in the illusion conditions as compared to controls (illusions: non-repeatable 3.03, repeatable 3.62; controls: non-repeatable 5.7, repeatable 5.94), $\beta = -.34, SE = .16, \chi^2(1) = 4.3, p = .04$. This interaction supports the event comparison hypothesis, which predicted the acceptability of CI-type sentences to depend on the availability of a repeated-events interpretation.

Finally, the possibility of a ‘just me’ interpretation failed to impact participants’ judgments of acceptability. Ratings in the illusion conditions that failed to support an additive interpretation were in fact higher than ratings for the illusion conditions that did support an additive interpretation (inclusion not possible 3.44, inclusion possible 3.23), though this effect was not borne out statistically, $\chi^2(1) = 1.9, p = .17$. Nonetheless, this pattern of results fails to support the additive more hypothesis, which predicted a substantial difference in the opposite direction.

Discussion Our primary interest in Experiment 1 was testing what could be responsible for the CI-effect: the perception that sentences like (1) are acceptable and meaningful, but ultimately have no coherent sense. We tested four factors that were predicted to selectively affect the acceptability of CIs than of fully grammatical controls, in light of the four hypotheses presented in §2. Each hypothesis predicted that specific factors should impact the acceptability of CI-type sentences over and above any effects on control sentences.

Our results provide support only for the event comparison hypothesis. This hypothesis predicted an interaction between the factors COMPARATIVE and REPEATABILITY. If the CI-effect requires that the predicate be ‘repeatable’ for a given agent, then CI-type sentences with such predicates should be judged more acceptable than those with non-repeatable predicates. This was the only reliable interaction effect that we observed in Experiment 1 (Figure 4). In fact, we tested the same manipulations as in the present experiment in three preliminary studies, and found consistent support only for this effect (these results can be viewed in a supplementary document downloadable from the first author’s website).

The syntactic template matching hypothesis predicted an interaction between the factors COMPARATIVE and QUANTIFIER. If perceiving a CI-type sentence as acceptable involves matching templates that lexically overlap a determiner more and an adverbial more, then we should have found substantially decreased acceptability for CI-type sentences with fewer in the illusion conditions compared to the control conditions, since fewer does not have an adverbial use. Yet, comparatives in general tended to receive higher ratings with more as opposed to fewer, likely due to a difference in negativity.
The repair-by-ellipsis hypothesis predicted an interaction between the factors COMPARATIVE and ELLIPSIS. If the CI effect requires ellipsis in the than-clause, then we should have found substantially decreased acceptability in the illusion conditions without ellipsis as compared to the control conditions. However, we failed to find such a pattern; instead, sentences with ellipsis tended to be rated more highly overall. This could have been due to the fact that sentences with ellipsis are shorter, and thus easier to process than comparable sentences without ellipsis.

Finally, the additive more hypothesis predicted an effect of the factor SUBJECT INCLUSION within the illusion conditions. If the illusion of acceptability requires that the than-clause subject be a possible member of the denotation of the matrix subject (hence permitting a ‘just me’-type reading), then the illusion conditions where inclusion was possible should have been rated more highly than those where inclusion was not possible. In fact, the trend we found was in the opposite direction. This hypothesis also predicted an interaction between the factors COMPARATIVE and QUANTIFIER, since fewer lacks the requisite additive semantics; yet, this effect was not observed.

In light of the long-standing claim that CIs sound highly acceptable, one potentially surprising aspect of our results is that the illusion conditions received much lower mean ratings than did sentences in the control conditions. However, as discussed in some detail in the introduction to §3, the mean rating score obscures the fact that CIs were often nearly as likely to receive a high rating as a low rating. One possibility is that this reflects a probabilistic process: if participants fail to notice the anomaly on a given trial, they will rate it higher; if they notice it, they will rate it lower. Importantly, however, CI-type sentences were most acceptable when their predicate was repeatable for a given agent.
Nevertheless, it is possible that one feature of Experiment 1 could have artificially decreased the ratings for CI-type sentences. First, the than-clause subjects in our illusion conditions did not feature first person pronouns, differently from the classic illusion in (1). We included this feature of the design, in part, in order to manipulate the factor SUBJECT INCLUSION. Yet, third person pronouns and definite descriptions require discourse antecedents in normal usage, which were inaccessible in our experiment. We manipulate the features of the than-clause subject and test their effects on acceptability in Experiment 2.

By manipulating those features, we can again draw on the semantics literature to suggest another clear prediction. The semantics of more is importantly anti-singular: just as it must be impossible to interpret a VP as non-singular in a verbal comparative—ruling out graduate high school or at least rendering it odd (see §2.4)—the compared NPs in a nominal comparative must also be non-singular (e.g., Hackl 2001, Nakanishi 2007, Wellwood et al. 2012; Wellwood 2015). A plural subject can fulfill this requirement, and it can also introduce a plurality of events even for a non-repeatable predicate: consider the girls graduated high school, in which there is a graduation event for each girl. Thus plural subjects could in their own right heighten the overall acceptability of CIs.

3.2. Experiment 2

We tested how features of the subject NP in the than-clause impact the acceptability of CI-type sentences. The event comparison hypothesis explains the effect of the factor REPEATABILITY in terms of speakers entertaining CI-type sentences as a comparison between pluralities of events. A plural than-clause subject may independently lend plausibility to this interpretation. Experiment 2 thus tested the prediction that the number of the subject directly impacts the acceptability of CI-type sentences, as opposed to other nominal features.

This study had a 12 condition, 2 x 6 design manipulating the factors REPEATABILITY and SUBJECT TYPE. The factor REPEATABILITY was manipulated between items, and SUBJECT INCLUSION within items. We varied Person (1st versus 3rd), Sort (pronouns versus definite descriptions), and Number (singular versus plural). We did not manipulate these dimensions factorially due to conditions that were either impossible or, intuitively, better omitted. The bare plural subject condition was included as a fully acceptable control. A guide to the conditions is given in Figure 6 (see Appendix C for a tabular version of this guide).

In light of Experiment 1, we expected effects of the factors SUBJECT TYPE, such that the illusion conditions (i.e. those with non-bare plural subjects) would be rated lower than the control conditions, and REPEATABILITY, such that the non-repeatable conditions would be rated lower than the repeatable conditions. We also expected an interaction between the factors SUBJECT TYPE and REPEATABILITY: the effect of (non-)repeatability should be greater in the illusion conditions than in the control conditions, in line with the event comparison hypothesis.

We planned comparisons between subsets of the illusion conditions to test which properties of the than-clause subject impacted acceptability. The Person comparison contrasted the he and I conditions (both pronominal and singular). The Sort comparison contrasted the he and the boy conditions (both third person and singular). Two Number comparisons contrasted

---

5The combination of 1st person and definite description (singular or plural) is not possible, and use of 3rd person plural pronouns sounds intuitively contradictory (e.g., More girls ate pizza than they did), which could decrease acceptability independently of the CI phenomenon, which is our main concern.
the $I$ and $we$ conditions (both pronominal and first person), and the $the \; boy$ and $the \; boys$ conditions (both definite descriptions and third person). Of these comparisons, we expected that only Number would affect the acceptability of the illusion conditions: those with plural subjects would be rated more highly than those with singular subjects.

More generally, the event comparison hypothesis predicts that, within the illusion conditions, the more ‘plurals’ there are, the more highly a CI-type sentence should be rated. This reflects the possibility that higher ratings are assigned probabilistically on the basis of whether an event-counting reading is supported. This hypothesis thus predicts that sentences with repeatable predicates and plural subjects should be rated the highest of any of the illusion conditions, followed by sentences with either a repeatable predicate or a plural subject, followed by sentences with a non-repeatable predicate and a singular subject.

We distributed 36 sets of items across 6 lists in a Latin Square fashion. These were combined with 108 filler sentences to create 6 questionnaires. Fillers were designed to be evenly split between sentences that should elicit a low rating and those that should elicit a high rating. Acceptability judgments were recorded on a 7 point scale where 1 is ‘unacceptable’ and 7 is ‘acceptable’; the instructions were the same as those for Experiment 1, and are provided in Appendix A. Participants were 24 University of Maryland undergraduates, all native speakers of American English, who received either course credit or $10 for 1 hour of participation. The present study took no more than 30 minutes to complete, and the remaining 30 minutes of participant time were used for unrelated experiments.

Results

Experiment 2 replicated the major effects of Experiment 1 (Figure 7). Overall, the control conditions were rated more highly than the illusion conditions, as can be seen by comparing the last column of Figure 7 to all of the others. Moreover, for all than-clause subject types, the comparatives with repeatable predicates were rated more highly than those with non-repeatable predicates (light versus dark grey boxes). The CI-type sentences (i.e., those with non-bare plural subjects) with plural subjects were rated more highly than those with singular subjects. These results confirm and extend the findings of Experiment 1, supporting the event comparison hypothesis.

First, with respect to the major effects that replicate those of the previous experiment, that participants judged comparatives without bare plural subjects less acceptable than comparatives with bare plural subjects (illusions 4.62, control 5.86) was revealed in a strong main
**Figure 7.** Boxplots of mean participant ratings by subject plurality and repeatability in Experiment 2, on a 1-7 scale. All columns except that labeled with *boys* represent ratings for CI-type sentences. For each column: diamonds indicate the overall mean; heavy lines indicate the median; the upper and lower hinges represent the first and third quartiles; the upper whiskers extend to the highest value within 1.5 times the inter-quartile range of the upper hinges, and the lower whiskers extend to the lowest data point within 1.5 times the inter-quartile range of the lower hinges; filled circles represent outlying values.

The effect of **subject type**, $\beta = 1.24, SE = .19, \chi^2(1) = 24.29, p < .0001$. They judged comparatives with non-repeatable predicates less acceptable than those with repeatable predicates as well (non-repeatable 4.51, repeatable 5.14), $\beta = .48, SE = .14, \chi^2(1) = 9.58, p < .01$.

Furthermore, the manipulation **repeatability** had a disproportionate impact on the illusion conditions as compared to the control conditions: participants rated the non-repeatable illusion conditions substantially lower than the repeatable illusion conditions (non-repeatable 4.27, repeatable 4.97), an effect that was weaker for the control conditions (repeatable 5.99, non-repeatable 5.74), $\beta = -.45, SE = .25, \chi^2(1) = 3.15, p = .08$. Thus Experiment 2 confirms the results of Experiment 1.

Turning to our comparisons between subsets of the illusion conditions, we found that participants rated the illusion conditions with 1st person singular pronouns as more acceptable than those of 3rd person singular pronouns (Person comparison: *I* 4.56, *he* 4.22), suggesting that Person affects how acceptable CI-sentences are perceived to be, $\beta = -.35, SE = .18, \chi^2(1) = 3.41, p = .06$. As noted above, this could be due to an independent effect of the lack of discourse antecedents for third person pronouns. This possibility could be tested in a future study that manipulates acceptability as a function of antecedent accessibility.

The fact that our participants did not differentiate between singular definite descriptions and singular 3rd person pronouns, which share the requirement for a discourse antecedent, suggests the same conclusion (Sort comparison: *the boy* 4.08, *he* 4.22), $\chi^2(1) = .52, p = .47$. The lack of a difference here also suggests that Sort (pronominal or definite) itself does not significantly impact the acceptability of CI-type sentences.
With respect to Number, the statistical analysis suggests that participants did not differentiate the I and we conditions (I 4.56, we 4.99), $\chi^2(1) = 2.59, p = .11$, contrary to our expectation. However, participants did differentiate the the boy and the boys conditions (the boy 4.08, the boys 5.26), $\beta = 1.17, SE = .26, \chi^2(1) = 14.83, p < .001$, suggesting that Number (singular or plural) can impact the acceptability of CIs, in the direction predicted by the event comparison hypothesis.

Probing these results further, we conducted a linear regression just within the illusion conditions and found a main effect of REPEATABILITY (repeatable 4.97, non-repeatable 4.27), $\beta = .69, SE = .14, \chi^2(1) = 17.67, p < .001$, and of Number (plural 5.12, singular 4.28), $\beta = .84, SE = .2, \chi^2(1) = 13.1, p < .001$. Furthermore, these effects were additive: there was no interaction between Number and REPEATABILITY, $\chi^2(1) = .18, p = .67$.

**Discussion**

Experiment 2 investigated which features of the subject NP in the than-clause would impact the acceptability of CI-type sentences. Plurality of the subject NP significantly affected the ratings: CI-type sentences with plural subjects were rated more highly than were those with non-plural subjects. Furthermore, this experiment also confirmed the major effect in Experiment 1: the repeatable illusion conditions were consistently rated more highly than were the non-repeatable illusion conditions.

The most highly-rated illusion conditions combined plural subjects and repeatable predicates (mean: 5.44); next highest were the conditions with plural subjects and non-repeatable predicates (4.8), approximately equaling the conditions with singular subjects and repeatable predicates (4.65); finally, these were followed by the conditions with singular subjects and non-repeatable predicates (3.92). In fact, CI-type sentences with repeatable predicates and plural subjects reached nearly the level of acceptability of controls.

These results uniformly support the event comparison hypothesis, in which the CI-effect is connected to the interpretation of comparative quantification. The more ‘plural’ a CI-type sentence is (and thus, the more compatible with the anti-singular semantics of the comparative quantifier), the more likely participants are to judge the sentence as acceptable. Importantly, this effect is not expected under any of the other hypotheses presented in §2. In particular, the syntactic template-matching account does not except fine-grained semantic factors to matter for acceptability, since acceptability is assessed before interpretation.

An important question raised by these results is: why are even the most obstinately ‘singular’ sentences (i.e. those with singular than-clause subjects and non-repeatable VPs) still receiving a fairly high average rating (3.92/7)? If a higher acceptability rating for a CI-type sentence depends on its supporting an event-counting reading, then if in fact these sentences fail to provide such support, we might expect to have observed much lower acceptability.

We think the answer is in how we manipulated repeatability in our items. That is, we know of events like high school graduations that they are once-only per individual, but this requirement is not enforced grammatically in English. Consider a sentence like that in (32), which transparently bears the unlikely interpretation (i.e., unlikely given what we know about the distribution of such events in the population). Hence, it is possible that speakers can allow for a predicate like graduate high school to support the event-counting reading, which leads them to sometimes consider even our most ‘singular’ items as reasonably acceptable.

(32) Mary graduated high school three times.
3.3. Looking forward

Experiments 1 and 2 showed that the semantic dimension of ‘repeatability’ in the verb phrase positively impacted the acceptability of CI-type sentences like (1) substantially more than it impacts the acceptability of controls like (2). Experiment 2 showed that a related dimension in the subject noun phrase of the than-clause—plurality—similarly positively impacted the acceptability of CI-type sentences. These effects are predicted by the event comparison hypothesis; none of the effects predicted by the other hypotheses were borne out.

The interest in the classic illusion in (1) is that it sounds like a well-formed sentence of the language even while one acknowledges that it lacks any clear sense. On the grammatical theory discussed in §1, a sentence of this form is predicted to lack a syntactically-licensed interpretation: there is no way to link the covert how many with the embedded subject (i.e., it can’t be hosted by pronouns, proper names, and definite descriptions), and it is not licensed in the verb phrase by the normal rules for nominal comparatives. Nonetheless, our acceptability judgment data suggest that an interpretation in terms of a comparison of events is, at least temporarily, entertained.

We observed high variability in the rating scores that our experimental participants assigned to CI-type sentences, but not to control sentences. We speculated that this could reflect a probabilistic process by which participants are sometimes ‘fooled’ into thinking that the CI-type sentence is acceptable, just in case they an event-counting reading is maintained. Such readings are possible only when the verb phrase of the comparative is repeatable, or its than-clause subject is plural. If participants failed to notice that this reading isn’t syntactically licensed, they might assign it a lower rating.

While we find these data compelling, acceptability judgment studies are a fairly indirect method of assessing interpretation. For instance, it could be that repeatable predicates and plural than-clause subjects just make CI-type sentences ‘sound’ better, without playing any important role in how participants are interpreting them. Perhaps our participants aren’t doing any interesting interpreting of such strings at all. Such tasks cannot definitively tell us whether processing CIs importantly involves use of the interpretive cues that we have found to impact the judgments.

If people are entertaining an event-counting interpretation—one that is grammatically licit up to a certain point—then it should be possible to get more direct evidence for that interpretation. Thus, in our last experiment, we investigate CIs in production.

4. Sentence recall

We sought more direct evidence for the role of the event-counting reading, by turning to a different type of task—verbatim sentence recall—that places very different demands on speakers. This type of task can potentially tell us not only what participants do when they are asked to produce anomalous CI-type sentences, but it could also provide clues as to how the sentences are being interpreted. We built upon a paradigm developed by Potter & Lombardi (1990), asking: how good are participants at recalling CI-type sentences? And, to the extent that they are reasonably successful, is there evidence for the event-counting reading in the forms that they recall?
Producing a sentence involves (at least) mapping a meaning to some syntactic and phonological form. It has long been observed, however, that production of a previously-presented sentence from memory has strikingly different profiles depending on the type of recall: short-term recall is fairly high-fidelity with respect to the form of the sentence, while long-term recall often returns the ‘gist’, or a suitable paraphrase of the sentence’s meaning. This contrast has usually been taken as evidence for two distinct production processes: short-term, verbatim recall, depends on a stored surface representation of the form; while long-term recall depends on the normal processes involved in language production.

Potter and Lombardi (1990) hypothesized, in contrast, that a single set of mechanisms is used for language perception and production: the pathway from always involves the normal process of storing a meaning, and assigning a form to that meaning at the point of recall. On their theory, the observed differences between short- and long-term recall are due to how active or accessible specific lexical items are at the point of production. In cases of extremely short-term verbatim recall, the words in a target sentence will be more active than any potential competitors. However, activation is fleeting; as the time increases between the presentation of the target sentence and recall, other words might be more active than those in the target.

Potter and Lombardi found evidence for this hypothesis by manipulating the activation of competitor words at the point of recall in a verbatim sentence recall task. Following the visual presentation of a sentence, a ‘list-probe’ task required participants to consider a list of 5 words sometimes containing a ‘lure’ (a near-synonym to a word in the target sentence), then judge whether a subsequent word had appeared in the list. Immediately afterward, participants recalled the initial sentence aloud; they recalled the sentence with the lure word replacing its near-synonym on 27% of trials in which it was present in the list. This finding is not compatible with the possibility that speakers rely on surface-based representations for recall, since there would then be no explanation for how a new word came to be incorporated into such a representation. (They found the same effect even when the list-probe task occurred prior to the presentation of the target sentence, suggesting that the effect wasn’t merely due to a difference between short- and long-term memory.)

We explained the patterns in our acceptability data in terms of participants’ being ‘fooled’ by CI-type sentences just in case they maintained an event-counting interpretation. Such a meaning is consistent with the semantic requirements of the comparative, but not with the syntax of the CI. Nevertheless, if participants can store an event-counting interpretation when they encounter a CI, then there should be evidence for that meaning in a sentence recall task. In contrast, if they are not able to store this or any other meaning for the sentence, then recall should be more difficult.

Our extension of Potter and Lombardi’s methodology represents, to our knowledge, the first time that a sentence recall task has been used to probe the production of syntactically anomalous sentences. This could help shed light on what choices speakers make in situations where they are asked to find a meaning for a sentence that doesn’t literally have one.

4.1. Experiment 3

We investigated whether semantic plurality (repeatability in the VP, plurality in the than-clause subject NP) is the dimension relevant to how speakers interpret CI-type sentences, by investigating how they are produced in a verbatim sentence recall task.
There are two dimensions along which we can make predictions as to how acceptability could pattern with recall in this task. So far, we have hypothesized that the degree to which a given CI-type sentence supports the event-counting reading correlates with the likelihood that a participant will assign the sentence a higher rating. Moving to a production-based study, this could predict that those CI-type sentences which better support the event-counting reading should be easier to recall than those that do not, since a regeneration of form at recall is possible only if a meaning can be stored for it.

Further, we assume that participants will attempt to recover a meaning for a target sentence if it is at all possible. Moreover, participants should try harder in a situation where the sentence is harder to interpret, or less acceptable. If so, we predict that those CI-type sentences that do not support the event-counting reading should nevertheless sometimes be recalled as though they do. This possibility is supported by the fact that even obstinately ‘singular’ CI-type sentences (those with non-repeatable VPs, and singular subject NPs in the than-clause) sometimes received higher ratings. Since the grammatical properties of non-repeatable predicates in English do not absolutely impose a ‘singular’ interpretation, it may be that speakers at times construe such predicates as though they were repeatable.

If this line of reasoning is correct, then we expect to find a pattern of ‘changes’, or errors, in production, that correlates with the patterns we saw in the acceptability data: more errors on the illusion conditions than the control conditions (a main effect of COMPARATIVE), more errors on the non-repeatable conditions than on the repeatable conditions (a main effect of REPEATABILITY), and overall the most errors on the non-repeatable illusion conditions.

Alternatively, it could be that the CI effect straightforwardly involves syntactic reanalysis, in which a CI-type sentence is recalled with more in an adverbial rather than determiner position. This possibility was raised in the brief discussion of the syntactic version of the event comparison hypothesis in §2.4. If this alternative is correct, then we should find that participants displace the comparative quantifier during recall of the illusion targets more than in the control targets.

4.1.1. Design

As in the acceptability experiments, we manipulated the factors COMPARATIVE (illusion, control) and REPEATABILITY (repeatable, non-repeatable), both within items. In addition, we created two types of items that differed in which parts of the sentence determined the repeatability of the predicate.

In one set of items, we manipulated repeatability through the aspect of the predicate (ASPECT items). These sentences were classified as non-repeatable if they had an initiative or terminative aspectual verb introducing their VP, and repeatable if they had a continuative aspectual verb or a form of be, (33).

\[(33)\text{ ASPECT contrast}
\begin{align*}
\text{a. Mary \{} & \text{started, finished}\text{\} reading the book.} & \text{[non-repeatable VP]} \\
\text{b. Mary \{} & \text{continued, was}\text{\} reading the book.} & \text{[repeatable VP]}
\end{align*}\]

OBJECT items were classified as non-repeatable if they had an ordinal modifier, and repeatable otherwise, (34).

\[These are simplified examples intended to illustrate the relevant contrasts. A pair of actual items from the experiment is given in Figure 9 below, and the full set may be viewed on the first author’s website.\]
4.1.2. Procedure

Our procedure follows that laid out in Potter & Lombardi (1990), summarized in Figure 8. First, a fixation cross appeared for 500ms, followed by a visual mask for 300ms. In the Sentence phase, the words of a sentence appeared in rapid serial visual presentation mode (RSVP), with a presentation duration of 200ms each, followed by a visual mask for 517ms. There were no blank screens between the words. In the Distractor phase, a list of five words appeared RSVP for 250ms per word, ending with a visual mask for 250ms. Next, a capitalized word appeared for 500ms, at which point participants were asked to judge whether that word was in the immediately preceding list, pressing F for ‘yes’ or J for ‘no’. After making this judgment, the Recall phase began, signalled by a visually-presented asterisk. Participants were given as much time as needed to verbally recall the sentence in the Recall phase. The experiment was preceded by 6 practice trials to insure familiarity with the procedure. The complete instructions issued to participants can be found in Appendix D.

4.1.3. Stimuli

All of our experimental sentences were between 11 and 17 (mean 14.2) words long, in order to ensure that verbatim recall would be somewhat difficult. Sample items from the experiment are given in Figure 9. (The expanded tabular form appears in Appendix E.) In all of our items, more was preceded by an unrelated adverbial phrase; we included this aspect of the design in order to avoid having more occur first in the sentence, which might independently reduce the likelihood that participants would displace more to an adverbial position. This supports a better environment for testing the syntactic version of the event comparison hypothesis. All of our illusion conditions had singular than-clause subjects.
Figure 9. Schemata for two of the experimental items in Experiment 3, each representing 4 unique conditions. In Aspect items, repeatability was manipulated at the point of an aspectual verb (repeatable continued; non-repeatable began). In Object items, it was manipulated at the point of the verbal object (repeatable a charming haiku; non-repeatable their first haiku). W&P abbreviates War and Peace to accommodate the sentence graphically; there were no abbreviations in the experiment.

**Aspect item**

Last year more young people\{ \begin{align*} \text{were began} \end{align*} \} reading W&P than \{ \begin{align*} \text{the old man did.} \\ \text{old men did.} \end{align*} \}

**Object item**

In English class more girls wrote \{ \begin{align*} \text{a charming} \\ \text{their first} \end{align*} \} haiku than \{ \begin{align*} \text{the boy did.} \\ \text{boys did.} \end{align*} \}

Lists of words for the distractor task were constructed out of sets of 5 words matched for character length (3-7 characters per word), and we minimized their phonological and semantic similarity to each other, and to the elements of the sentence they were paired with. The target word was present in the list of words on only half of the trials, for an expected 50/50 split in ‘yes’ and ‘no’ responses.

24 sets of 4 items were distributed across 4 lists in a Latin Square design, and then combined with 90 filler sentences. Fillers contained no ungrammatical or anomalous sentences, and were comprised of 36 comparative-type sentences (e.g. equative, superlative, etc.) and 54 non-comparative-type sentences. The order of presentation was randomized within each list for each participant, and the experiment was implemented in DMDX (Forster & Forster 2003).

4.1.4. Error coding

The recall data were first transcribed from audio format to text format. Next, they were coded for overall failure of recall, as well as two broad categories of errors: movement and non-movement. To illustrate these types of errors, we use simplified examples (i.e. not actual experimental items) to make the relevant difference between target and recall for each error type as transparent as possible. The data were transcribed and coded by the first author. We discuss the types of errors that occurred but which were not coded at the end of this section.

**Recall failure** A trial was coded as a recall failure if the response failed to contain a comparative sentence. This included complete silence, an utterance like “I forget”, or, for example, “Boys did something” for a target like More boys did X than girls did.

The complete set of experimental sentences can be downloaded from the first author’s website.
Movement errors  A response was classified as a movement error if the nominal determiner more was recalled in an adverbial or direct object position, (35). The syntactic version of the event comparison hypothesis predicts that the comparative quantifier should be displaced more in the illusion conditions than in the control conditions. As far as more specific predictions, it is not entirely clear. We might expect that more would be moved to an adverbial position at a higher rate in the repeatable illusion conditions than in the non-repeatable illusion conditions, since in the latter case the result would be ungrammatical. However, we might expect that more would be displaced to the direct object position at a higher rate in the non-repeatable illusion conditions, since in this case there is more motivation to correct the representation. (Note that, in some cases, a single response included more displaced to both positions; these errors were coded as a single movement error.)

(35)  
Moving more error

More girls ate pizza than I/boys did.  →

Girls ate pizza more than I/boys did.  [adverbial recall]

Girls ate more pizza than I/boys did.  [direct object recall]

Non-movement errors  A response was classified as a non-movement error if the target sentence was recast along one of the following dimensions, which are important in light of the semantic version of the event comparison hypothesis.

NP number error. This type of error involved recalling the subject of the than-clause in a different number (singular or plural) than the target sentence. Within the illusion conditions, this renders a singular NP subject as plural, (36). Within the control conditions, this involves rendering the plural NP subject of the than-clause as singular, (37). The semantic version of the event comparison hypothesis predicts more NP number errors in illusion trials than in control trials. This error was coded both for Aspect and Object items. Note that not all of our items had definite descriptions in the than-clause; for the purposes of coding, this error ignores whether or not the determiner was retained on those trials. (We discuss results pertinent to pluralizing and deleting the determiner, resulting in a fully grammatical sentence, in the discussion.)

(36)  
NP number error

More girls ate pizza than the boy did.  →

More girls ate pizza than (the) boys did.

(37)  
NP number error

More girls ate pizza than boys did.  →

More girls ate pizza than {the/a/some} boy did.

VP number error. This type of error involved recalling the verb phrase with a different repeatability status (repeatable or non-repeatable) than the target sentence, and was only coded for the Aspect items. Within the non-repeatable conditions, it modifies the VP so that it is potentially repeatable: this involved changing an initiative or terminative verb to a copular or continuative verb, (38). Within the repeatable conditions, it modifies the VP so that it is non-repeatable: this involved recalling a VP with a continuative or copular verb with an initiative or terminative verb, (39). The semantic event comparison hypothesis predicts more NP number errors on non-repeatable trials than on repeatable trials.
More girls \{began, finished\} reading the book than the boy did. →
More girls \{continued, were\} reading the book than the boy \{did/was\}.

More girls \{continued/were\} reading the book than the boy \{did/was\}. →
More girls \{began, finished\} reading the book than the boy did.

**Modifier deletion error.** This type of error involved deleting an adjective (critical or non-critical) in the direct object position of the matrix clause, and was coded for only within the **Object** items. For the non-repeatable conditions, deletion of this adjective critically renders the VP potentially repeatable, (40). For the repeatable conditions, deletion of the adjective has no effect on the repeatability of the predicate, (41). The semantic event comparison hypothesis predicts more modifier deletion errors on non-repeatable trials than on repeatable trials.

More girls ate their first strawberry cupcake than the boy did. →
More girls ate their/a strawberry cupcake than the boy did.

More girls ate a tasty strawberry cupcake than the boy did. →
More girls ate their/a strawberry cupcake than the boy did.

We did not code for errors that were irrelevant to the hypotheses under consideration. For example, participants often substituted lexical items that were semantically similar (e.g. assignment → paper, hockey fan → basketball fan, etc.), more rarely with functional expressions (e.g. a glass → one glass, drank → didn't drink), and they deleted non-critical adjectives (i.e. those not in the matrix clause VP; for example, than the young Spaniard did → than the Spaniard did).

4.1.5. **Participants**

34 University of Maryland undergraduates participated in this task, all native speakers of American English as determined in a pre-test questionnaire. The study took no more than 30 minutes to complete, and the remaining 30 minutes of participant time were used for unrelated experiments. 10 participants were excluded for failure to successfully follow task instructions (3 participants) or due to technical problems that lead to failure to record responses (7 participants). We report the results of 24 participants, for a total of 552 verbal responses to our experimental items that were recorded and coded.

4.1.6. **Results**

We found that participants failed to recall a sentence with a comparative form more on the illusion conditions than on the control conditions (illusion 43/276, control 28/276). Given our assumption (following Potter & Lombardi 1990) that the task demands in this experiment require regeneration of a form to go with a stored meaning, this could suggest that it was more difficult to store a meaning for CI-type sentences. We did not find that the
non-repeatable illusion conditions were more difficult to recall than the repeatable illusion conditions, however.

On successful recall trials, we found that participants made repeatability and number changes substantially more on the illusion conditions than on the control conditions. Participants were also more likely to change the repeatability of the predicate in the non-repeatable conditions than in the repeatable conditions (ASPECT items). This pattern is consistent with the semantic version of the event comparison hypothesis, and provides a clear link between the acceptability and recall data: the less acceptable the comparative sentence, the more modifications required in order to successfully store a meaning for that sentence. Importantly, these modifications were essentially semantic in nature; we failed to find an error pattern with moving more that corresponded to the acceptability pattern (Figure 10).

**Figure 10.** Proportion of errors in Experiment 3. The denominator used for each error type equaled the number of trials for which it was coded: the full data set for movement and NP number errors (478 trials), and the ASPECT trials for VP number errors (239 trials).

Results of our test within the Object items probing for modifier deletion as a function of repeatability were not conclusive. We found that the modifier was deleted at approximately the same rate across conditions. In the non-repeatable trials, the adjective was a semantically complex expression like *first*, whereas in repeatable trials it was a relatively simple adjective like *tasty*. The rate of retention for the complex expression could reflect a tension between wanting to retain a highly semantically informative expression, with the fact that its retention would deliver a non-repeatable event description.

With respect to the statistical analyses, we investigated whether overall rate of recall, distractor task accuracy, movement errors, or non-movement errors would distinguish between illusion and control production targets, and which would correlate qualitatively with our acceptability data.

The statistics we report in this section are the result of two types of analysis, either logistic or linear mixed effects regressions, with maximal random effects terms where possible (Barr et al. 2013). We used logistic regressions when considering binary response data (e.g. a particular type of error occurred on a given trial, or not). We used linear regressions when considering summed response data (e.g. the number of total errors on a given trial). We
proceed with the logistic analysis as the default, and indicate explicitly when we present the results of a linear analysis. As above, $\chi^2$ and $p$ values are assessed via model comparisons.

First, we examined the rate of global failure in recall. We found that illusion targets were more difficult to recall than control targets (see Figure 11), $\beta = .68, \text{SE} = .31, \chi^2(1) = 5.12, p = .024$. By this measure it did not appear that recalling non-repeatable targets was more difficult than recalling repeatable targets, $\chi^2(1) = .7, p = .4$, and there was no interaction between COMPARATIVE and REPEATABILITY, $\chi^2(1) = 2.18, p = .14$.

Next, we examined error rates in the distractor task (Figure 11). We did not find that participants made greater errors in this task for the illusion conditions as opposed to the control conditions. Excluding those trials on which participants failed at the point of recall, we found no difference in distractor error by the factor COMPARATIVE, $\chi^2(1) = .32, p = .57$, or by REPEATABILITY, $\chi^2(1) = .15, p = .7$; nor was there any interaction between these factors, $\chi^2(1) = .13, p = .72$.\(^8\)

Figure 11. Counts of recall failure and distractor task errors in Experiment 3.

Turning to the counts of errors within successful recall trials, we found more errors for illusion targets than for control targets, manifesting as a main effect of the factor COMPARATIVE: a total of 260 errors were identified on 232 illusion recall targets, but a total of 113 errors on 246 control recall targets (Figure 12), linear: $\beta = .69, \text{SE} = .10, \chi^2(1) = 25.32, p < .001$. On this measure, we found no effect of the factor REPEATABILITY, linear: $\chi^2(1) = .38, p = .5$, and no interaction between the factors COMPARATIVE and REPEATABILITY, linear: $\chi^2(1) = .8, p = .4$.

Among the total errors observed, we found that participants made marginally more movement errors for illusion targets than for control targets (illusion 44, control 27; Figure 13, first panel), $\beta = .9, \text{SE} = .48, \chi^2(1) = 3.43, p = .064$. There was no effect of the factor REPEATABILITY for this type of error, $\chi^2(1) = .5, p = .48$, and no interaction between REPEATABILITY and COMPARATIVE, $\chi^2(1) < .1, p = .8$.

We observed a similar pattern of results for non-movement errors, except there were many more errors of this type for the illusion targets than for the control targets (illusion 216, control 86; Figure 13, second panel), linear: $\beta = .61, \text{SE} = .097, \chi^2(1) = 24.04, p < .001$.

\(^8\)This and subsequent analyses exclude an additional 3 trials on which DMDX failed to record the participants’ responses to the distractor task.
There were, however, no significant effects of REPEATABILITY at this level of categorization, linear: $\chi^2(1) = 1.5, p = .2$, and no interaction between the factors REPEATABILITY and COMPARATIVE, linear: $\chi^2(1) = .87, p = .35$.

Next, we turn to the specific subtypes of non-movement errors.

With respect to than-clause subject number errors (NP number; Figure 14, first panel), we found that participants made many errors on illusion targets (non-repeatable 61, repeatable 53), and virtually none on control targets (non-repeatable 1, repeatable 0), $\beta = 8.78, SE = 1.9, \chi^2(1) = 231.6, p < .001$. Recall that errors for illusion targets are singular $\rightarrow$ plural, and plural $\rightarrow$ singular on control targets. The paucity of errors in the control conditions violated the assumptions of the logistic regression, and we could not analyze the effect of the factor REPEATABILITY on the full dataset. Comparing just within the illusion conditions, we found no effect of this factor on NP number errors, $\chi^2(1) = 1.7, p = .2$.

Turning to repeatability errors (VP number; Figure 14, second panel), coded only within the ASPECT items, we found that participants made more errors on illusion targets than
Figure 14. Counts of number errors in Experiment 3. NP number errors were pluralizing for illusion targets, and singularizing for control targets; VP number errors made repeatable targets non-repeatable, and non-repeatable targets repeatable.

There were more errors on control targets (illusion 33, bare plural 19), $\beta = 1.1, SE = .5, \chi^2(1) = 4.7, p = .03$. We also found that participants made more errors on non-repeatable targets than on repeatable targets (non-repeatable 36, repeatable 16), $\beta = 1.53, SE = .68, \chi^2(1) = 5.0, p = .03$. There was no interaction between the factors COMPARATIVE and REPEATABILITY, $\chi^2(1) < .1, p = .9$.

Inspecting Figure 14, it appears qualitatively that the error pattern considered over the conjunction of NP and VP errors (third panel) matches what we observed in our acceptability studies: the most errors were observed in the non-repeatable illusion condition, followed by the repeatable illusion condition; and there was a marginal difference between the non-repeatable and repeatable control conditions. Summing these two error types, this difference is reflected in a main effect of COMPARATIVE, linear: $\beta = .58, SE = .09, \chi^2(1) = 25.2, p < .001$, and of REPEATABILITY, linear: $\beta = .12, SE = .06, \chi^2(1) = 3.56, p = .059$. There was no interaction, however, linear: $\chi^2(1) = 1.6, p = .2$.

With respect to modifier deletion errors, coded only within the OBJECT items, there were no effects: the critical adjective was deleted at the same rate across the board. Participants did not drop the crucial modifier more on the illusion than on the control targets, $\chi^2 = .52, p = .47$, nor on the non-repeatable than on the repeatable targets, $\chi^2(1) = .26, p = .61$. Similarly, there was no interaction, $\chi^2(1) < .1, p = .89$.

4.1.7. Discussion

Experiment 3 investigated CI-type sentences in production. Overall, we observed many more errors made for CIs than for control sentences. Do these results reflect participants’ attempts to assign a meaning to an unacceptable sentence so that it can be recalled, and is ‘plurality’ the right dimension for fixing on that meaning? We think there are reasons to believe that the answer to both of these questions is ‘yes’, although our comments will be mainly speculative.
The first reason is that errors that made a representation ‘more plural’ were much more frequent in our data than were errors that made a representation ‘more singular’, or which were neutral with respect to number (i.e., deleting an adjective like *tasty* in the *Object* conditions), and these occurred at a higher rate than would be expected purely on the basis of how often the opportunity to make the error was presented. This is shown in Figure 15, with the counts across conditions of non-movement errors divided into each of these categories, and plotted along with hypothetical counts if the errors were distributed solely based on how many opportunities there were for making that error.

![Figure 15](image-url)

**Figure 15.** Counts of observed errors in Experiment 3, categorized according to whether they were ‘pluralizing’, ‘singularizing’, or ‘neutral’ with respect to number (bars; 302 observations). The observed counts are compared to hypothetical counts (dots), calculated as the number of observed errors distributed as a proportion of the number of opportunities to make each kind of error.

The second reason concerns how often participants rendered a CI-type sentence fully grammatical, i.e., as a subject nominal comparative with a bare plural in its *than*-clause. If the repeatable illusion conditions already provide the elements that are needed for the event-counting reading, then participants needn’t resort to such a modification of a target sentence as often as they might on the non-repeatable illusion conditions. We found that, out of our 179 illusion trials in which the target sentence’s *than*-clause contained a definite description, 48/87 (55.2%) of the non-repeatable trials were rendered grammatical and 42/92 (45.7%) of the repeatable trials were rendered grammatical.

Why did we observe so many more NP number errors than VP number errors (Figure 14), in light of the role of event comparison? This could simply be due to the fact that the relevant NP error involves a functional item (the morpheme -s), while the VP number error involves changing lexical items (e.g., changing *began* to *continue*). It may be more costly to override verbal lexical information in contrast to mere functional information. If so, then we may expect to observe more VP number errors if this CI recall were tested in a language with explicit perfective (singular) and imperfective (non-singular) aspect.

Overall, these results suggest that participants attempt to assign a meaning to CI-type sentences. The types of meanings that they assign are ones that render the sentence more
compatible with the semantics of the comparative quantifier. That this process is essentially semantic, and not syntactic in nature, is supported by the fact that, very often, our participants left *more* in its subject syntactic position.

5. General discussion

This paper represents the first systematic attempt to understand the source of the illusory effect of CIs, so-called ‘Escher sentences’. Such sentences have been informally reported to be remarkably acceptable to speakers of English, despite having no coherent sense, and no grammatical analysis according to the theory of comparatives discussed in §1. Early consideration of the phenomenon motivated researchers to suggest that they reflect a sort of ‘shallow’ processing—speakers fail to notice the anomaly, because they aren’t really attending to rich grammatical detail. In contrast, our results suggest that fine-grained semantic properties play a role in determining how acceptable speakers find CI-type sentences.

We first set out to address the questions: how robust are the illusions? And, how well does their reported acceptability stand up in a formal experimental context? The results of our acceptability studies (Experiments 1 and 2, as well as three preliminary experiments) suggest that, in general, the acceptability of CI-type sentences is highly variable both within and across studies. We speculated that this could be due to the likelihood of participants noticing the mismatch between form and meaning—if people notice the anomaly, they may be more likely to assign it a lower rating. Future research should probe whether this is a viable hypothesis. Across all studies, the illusion sentences were more likely to be rated more acceptable whenever the *than*-clause could be construed as providing a plurality of events.

Next, we asked how far the effect generalizes beyond the canonical example in (1). Informants and linguists alike have informally suggested various accounts of what drives the illusion, each of which makes different predictions about how far it should generalize. For instance, it might be due to a processing mechanism that finds the CI matches familiar clausal templates (§2.1). Instead, it might be due to some form of repair-by-ellipsis: the syntactic problem with CIs is somehow eliminated from detection, roughly analogous to other familiar examples (§2.2). Or perhaps speakers do interpret the sentence, just assigning it a meaning that its form doesn’t support: either they misanalyze the quantifier *more* in its homophonous additive sense (§2.3), or they persist in an interpretation in terms of a comparison of numbers of events (§2.4).

Our two acceptability experiments tested these hypotheses (§3), and found evidence only for the event comparison hypothesis. The acceptability of CI-type sentences was only positively impacted when its predicate could be interpreted as repeatable (i.e. as involving the kinds of events that a single individual can participate in multiple times) or when an otherwise ungrammatical subject is plural (thus providing multiple events, via a multiplicity of agents). This interpretation is grammatically legitimate in the matrix clause, but is not supported by the syntax of the *than*-clause. Thus, we find that the explanation for the illusion lies, in part, in a failure to notice that the event comparison reading, however tempting, is not an interpretation that the sentence ultimately allows.

Our sentence recall task probed the production of CIs, in a novel application of the sentence recall task to anomalous sentences (§4). Examining the patterns of changes made between target and recall, we found evidence that adjudicated between the semantic and syntactic
versions of the event comparison hypothesis. Speakers’ attempts to rescue the CI from uninterpretability tended to involve ‘pluralizing’ the representation, rendering the sentence more consistent with the semantic requirements of the comparative. In contrast, speakers only rarely displaced the comparative quantifier from a determiner to an adverbial or direct object position; suggesting that, in general, our participants were faithful to the syntax of the construction, while nevertheless persisting in an event comparison interpretation.

What do these results lead us to expect from a processing perspective? When comprehenders encounter a comparative clause like More people, they posit a nominal comparative construction. Upon encountering have been to Russia, they implicitly recognize that the sentence is compatible with two construals: a comparison of a number of individuals, or of a number of events. Encountering than, they posit the operator corresponding to how many, and wait to associate it with a suitable variable. The syntactic position of the variable is uncertain at this point, but its category is grammatically fixed—it should associate with a nominal. If the sentence continues as in (2), they encounter a suitable nominal immediately; if it continues as (1), what happens next depends on the predicate: in the non-repeatable case participants readily recognize that the syntactic constraint cannot be fulfilled, but they are less likely to notice this in the repeatable case. Why?

Since our participants did not reanalyze more as an adverbial in the recall experiment, we think that the illusion arises when the than-clause operator is mistakenly classified based on its semantic rather than syntactic properties. That is, people attempt to analyze the operator as involving an illicit adverbial attachment, which is more likely to be successful (i.e., pass undetected) with repeatable predicates. If so, we might expect a processing cost for comparative illusions that are independent of the predicate, or indeed of the ratings ultimately assigned. O’Connor’s (2015) results are suggestive here: she found that participants’ reading times were slower following the ellipsis site for CI-type sentences as compared to controls, and that the reaction times correlated with acceptability ratings for controls but not for illusions. If shallow processing was behind high acceptability ratings for CIs, we would expect to see no slowdown when participants eventually gave a high rating.

Such an account is compatible with an asymmetry we observe for Bulgarian, where only the overt occurrence of the counterpart of this operator—kolkoto—leads to categorical unacceptability for CI-type sentences; that is, the continuation in (42a) is perfectly acceptable while that in (42b) is judged bad, and (43) is judged illusory in the same manner as its English correspondent. Thus, the presence of an overt form of the operator could lead to a stronger, less violable error signal that it has no suitable syntactic correspondent.

(42) Poveˇce americani sa bili v Rusija ...
more americans are been in Russia ...
‘More Americans have been to Russia...’

a. ... ot-kolkoto slonove sa bili v Rusija ...
   from-how.many elephant.pl are been in Russia
   ‘than elephants have been to Russia.’

b. * ... ot-kolkoto az / slon-ät / slonove-te
   from-how.many I / elephant-the / elephant.pl-the
   ‘than I / the elephant / the elephants.’

(43) Poveˇce hora sa bili v Berlin ot men.
more people are been in Berlin than me
'More people have been to Berlin than me.'

While the details of this sort of account await future research, our suggestion is that we should not observe CI-type effects in languages where the head of the operator-variable dependency is overt.\(^9\)

The illusion involves entertaining an event-counting interpretation early on in the matrix clause, potentially as early as the matrix verb phrase is encountered. Ultimately, this interpretation is so tempting that comprehenders are often blinded to the fact that the syntax doesn’t literally support it; it is grammatically illicit to posit either a determiner or adverbial position for the covert operator in the than-clause of a sentence like (1). Yet, one thing that speakers know is that, in case the matrix clause supports a plurality of events, (1) nonetheless meets the semantic requirements of comparative *more*. Because of the mismatch between syntax and semantics, though, this interpretation is not always stable.

This study suggests that CIs thus do not illustrate processing in the absence of detailed analysis, but underscore the importance of such analysis in sentence processing. It is thus informative for discussions about the need for interpretive mechanisms that are in some sense distinct from the process of analysis that formal syntacticians and semanticists generally worry about. In contrast to ‘good enough’ approaches, for example (e.g., Christianson et al. 2001; see Ferreira & Patson 2007 for an overview), these theories make direct predictions about the scope and limits of CI-type phenomena. While our account has features reminiscent of such approaches, it depends for its explanation on detailed proposals about the syntax-semantics of comparatives crosslinguistically. These proposals severely delimit the space of things that can go wrong, and allow us to make specific, testable predictions about how far CI-type effects should generalize, both in English and in other languages.

\(^9\)More generally, we may expect different patterns of CI-type effects depending on fine-grained syntactic details of a language; cf. Christensen 2016 for an investigation of CI-type sentences in Danish.
Appendix A. Instructions for acceptability tasks

The following instructions were provided to participants in both Experiments 1 and 2. The scalar values indicated following the example sentences were circled on a sample 1-7 scale.

Welcome to the experiment!

In this experiment, you will read many sentences. For each sentence, please rate the sentence based on whether you think it is an acceptable sentence (6 or 7) or an impossible/unacceptable sentence (1 or 2). Some sentences may not sound completely impossible, while also not being completely acceptable—in these cases, use the more intermediate ratings (3-5).

Note, however, that you are not being asked to judge whether the sentence is plausible or not (i.e. it would require ‘too strange’ a context to make the sentence plausible); rather, you are only being asked to judge whether the sentence sounds like possible English or not. For example, (a) below describes a likely scenario, but most English speakers find it unacceptable (in contrast to (b)). Sentence (c) describes an unlikely scenario, yet given the proper situation, you could write/speak (c) without any problem.

a. The children decorated the sparkling ornaments onto the tree. [2/7]
b. The children decorated the tree with sparkling ornaments. [7/7]
c. The purple elephant played chess with the balding porcupines. [7/7]

You are also not being asked to judge whether the sentence is acceptable according to grammatical rules you may have learned in school—only whether the sentence sounds natural and good. For example, people often say that it’s ‘bad’ to end a sentence with a preposition like with, however most English speakers find (d) below to be a perfectly fine sentence (in contrast to (e)).

d. I know who Julie saw Mary with. [7/7]
e. I know who Julie saw Mary and. [2/7]

As you work through the sentences on the following pages, please keep in mind that each sentence is different, and you may feel very differently towards two sentences which at first seem superficially similar. In that respect, judge each sentence individually, and not in comparison with other sentences you have read.

Appendix B. Sample items from Experiment 1

Tabular version of the item schematic from Experiment 1 (Figure 3). The factor REPEATABILITY was manipulated between items, the other factors were manipulated within items. The factor SUBJECT INCLUSION was counterbalanced across the illusion conditions; these sample items represents ‘inclusion not possible’ items.
Sentence | COMP. | QUANT. | ELLIP. | REPEAT.
--- | --- | --- | --- | ---
More girls ate pizza than the boy did. | illusion | more | ellipsis | repeatable
More girls ate pizza than the boy ate yogurt. | illusion | more | no ellip. | repeatable
More girls ate pizza than boys did. | control | more | ellipsis | repeatable
More girls ate pizza than boys ate yogurt. | control | more | no ellip. | repeatable
Fewer girls ate pizza than the boy did. | illusion | fewer | ellipsis | repeatable
Fewer girls ate pizza than the boy ate yogurt. | illusion | fewer | no ellip. | repeatable
Fewer girls ate pizza than boys did. | control | fewer | ellipsis | repeatable
Fewer girls ate pizza than boys ate yogurt. | control | fewer | no ellip. | repeatable
More girls graduated H.S. than the boy did. | illusion | more | ellipsis | nonrep.
More girls graduated H.S. than the boy ate yogurt. | illusion | more | no ellip. | nonrep.
More girls graduated H.S. than boys did. | control | more | ellipsis | nonrep.
More girls graduated H.S. than boys ate yogurt. | control | more | no ellip. | nonrep.
Fewer girls graduated H.S. than the boy did. | illusion | fewer | ellipsis | nonrep.
Fewer girls graduated H.S. than the boy ate yogurt. | illusion | fewer | no ellip. | nonrep.
Fewer girls graduated H.S. than boys did. | control | fewer | ellipsis | nonrep.
Fewer girls graduated H.S. than boys ate yogurt. | control | fewer | no ellip. | nonrep.

Appendix C. Sample items from Experiment 2

Tabular version of the item schematic from Experiment 2 (Figure 6). The factor 
 repeatability was manipulated between items, and subject type was manipulated within items.

Sentence | Person | Sort | Number | REPEAT.
--- | --- | --- | --- | ---
More girls ate pizza than I did. | 1st | pronoun | singular | repeatable
More girls ate pizza than we did. | 1st | pronoun | plural | repeatable
More girls ate pizza than the boy did. | 3rd | definite | singular | repeatable
More girls ate pizza than the boys did. | 3rd | definite | plural | repeatable
More girls ate pizza than he did. | 3rd | pronoun | singular | repeatable
More girls ate pizza than boys did. | control NP | plural | repeatable
More girls graduated H.S. than I did. | 1st | pronoun | singular | nonrep.
More girls graduated H.S. than we did. | 1st | pronoun | plural | nonrep.
More girls graduated H.S. than the boy did. | 3rd | definite | singular | nonrep.
More girls graduated H.S. than the boys did. | 3rd | definite | plural | nonrep.
More girls graduated H.S. than he did. | 3rd | pronoun | singular | nonrep.
More girls graduated H.S. than boys did. | control NP | plural | nonrep.

Appendix D. Instructions for sentence recall task

In the recall task, participants were told by the experimenter that the task is a memory task. We’re interested in how well they can recall sentences aloud, after an intermediate task designed to make this more difficult. Following this verbal instruction, participants read the following instructions on the screen. They then had 6 practice trials while the experimenter remained to answer any questions they had.
At the start of each trial, you will see a cross +, followed by ###### and a SENTENCE. At the end of the sentence, you will see %%%%%%, followed by a LIST of five words, and ######.

You will see a CAPITALIZED word. Press J if this word was in the LIST, press F if this word was not in the LIST.

Immediately afterwards, recall the SENTENCE aloud. When you are finished speaking, press ENTER.

Then you may take a brief break, or go immediately to the next trial.

This will be clearer in a moment. Press SPACEBAR for some practice.

Appendix E. Sample items from Experiment 3

Tabular version of the item schematic from Experiment 3 (Figure 9). There were two types of items (ASPECT and ITEM), and the factors COMPARATIVE and REPEATABILITY were manipulated within item. ‘...’ abbreviates an initial adverbial phrase. Here ‘W&P’ abbreviates War & Peace; none of our items contained abbreviations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sentence</th>
<th>item type</th>
<th>COMP</th>
<th>REPEAT.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>... more young people continued reading W&amp;P than the old man did.</td>
<td>aspect</td>
<td>illusion</td>
<td>repeatable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>... more young people continued reading W&amp;P than old men did.</td>
<td>aspect</td>
<td>control</td>
<td>repeatable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>... more young people began reading W&amp;P than the old man did.</td>
<td>aspect</td>
<td>illusion</td>
<td>nonrep.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>... more young people began reading W&amp;P than old men did.</td>
<td>aspect</td>
<td>control</td>
<td>nonrep.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>... more girls wrote a charming haiku than the boy did.</td>
<td>object</td>
<td>illusion</td>
<td>repeatable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>... more girls wrote a charming haiku than boys did.</td>
<td>object</td>
<td>control</td>
<td>repeatable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>... more girls wrote their first haiku than the boy did.</td>
<td>object</td>
<td>illusion</td>
<td>nonrep.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>... more girls wrote their first haiku than boys did.</td>
<td>object</td>
<td>control</td>
<td>nonrep.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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